AMI Action Plan 3.1
As at October 22, 2022

AMI Action Plan 2022 - 2024
Strategic Advice board:
Members: Capt RNLN Frank Marcus, Col. Jan Demeyere, Episcopal Vicar Dr. Harald Tripp, BGen Martin
Jawurek, LtCol Ulrich Schaffer, Fr. George Maingi, LtCdr John van der Hulst, Fr. Rene Tambago.
#

Priority

SA-2

SA-3

/

Reference
to AMI
Vision
Paper
Paragraph
4.a.
(1st
and
2nd
circle)

Task

Action / Budget

Responsible

Status

Testing and enriching “Good
practices of the Apostolat
Militaire International in the
formation of Catholic military
laity”

AMI delegates to test the document named “AMI
Good practices” and to enrich it with new good
practices of the Catholic military.

AMI SG gets the
proposals coming from
the AMI delegates.

“AMI good practice”
document shared with all
delegates.

Pre-marriage
assessment
and
counseling
(PREMAC)
best
practices handbook to be

To be drafted an AMI best practices handbook
with the help of the Military Ordinariate of the
Philippines.

AMI SG and VP1 get
the proposals coming
from the AMI delegates
for the development of
the handbook

Handbook to be sent by the SG
to D-LFL (Secretary General)
and to Rev. Patrick Dubois
(p.dubois@laityfamilylife.va),
POC for the field of marriage
preparation and counseling.

Paragraph
4.a. (2nd,
3rd and 4th
circle)

VP1 with the AMI
delegates

Waiting for response from
AMI delegates

Paragraph
4.a. (4th
and 5th
circle)

presented to the D-LFL.
More information expected from other AMI
members (Germany, USA).
D-LFL invited AMI to check if there are best
practices in AMI related to PREMAC.
Note: Pre-marriage assessment and counseling
(PREMAC) orientation is a specific course in the
Philippines finalized to the knowledge and the choice
of the marriage with military families.
In this regard, in addition to the Philippines, other
nations have offered their own courses: USA, Kenya,
Slovakia, Italy, Austria, Croatia and more.

SA-4

/

Policy paper: Use of sports in All AMI member states will check if there is any
the military as a means in the policy paper on this issue and report back to the
context of the church.
AMI SG:
D-LFL has sports in his - “Invictus games” example at international level;
portfolio and AMI has been - Kenya has a youth challenge week for military
asked to provide his vision.
and sport meetings for young rc workers
- USA has the archdioceses military service
organized army 10 miles team.

AMI SG in contact
with the Vatican
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SA-7

/

D-LFL
mentioned
the
participation of AMI at the
World Youth Day in Portugal
2023 from 1-6 August.

SA-9

/

Organizing
discussions

SA-11

/

Forum of Catholic inspired
NGOs 2022 – 2024:
- AMI involved in the forum for
Human Rights, Migration and
Youth family thematic group.

SA-12

quarterly

Initiatives to involve
young military in AMI

more

The Philippines organizes sport activities for their
military chaplains.
It has been requested to all member nations to
check if there is any policy paper on this issue and
report back to the AMI Secretary General;
AMI EC to discuss and ask the D-LFL all
provided questions during the next meeting:
- Germany, Austria, Kenya and the Philippines
already sent young soldiers to Panama;
Germany and Austria in uniform;
- Several questions have been raised for the
meeting organization: under AMI flag or in a
national delegation? In a national delegation.
Do they need permission in military uniform?
Yes. Will they be just participants or does they
have to give a presentation? TBC. Should there
be an AMI info-stand to support national
delegations? Yes. How should they be invited:
through AMI or the Military Ordinariates or?
By the Military Ordinariates or the countries.
What will the countries get back promoting the
military in these conferences? Military
personnel with a stronger faith.
- The Portuguese military bishop suggested that
he can provide accommodation.
- make a list of interested AMI participants
- appoint a coordinator to guide and organize the
discussion
- use any method available: email, facetime, skype
- consider a meeting (no social) in Lourdes during
the annual pilgrimage
AMI EC will participate at the next Forum in
Rome on 2-3 December 2022.
201026. AMI President participated at Youth
thematic group

220824 WG1 after AMI Conf. 2022
= more publicity around the CMC-app

AMI EC is in favor of
sending a small AMI
delegation.
The
delegates support the
idea for an AMI
information point and
an activity in Lisbon.
They will inform AMI
EC
about
their
presence.

Waiting for information
concerning participants from
AMI member nations.

AMI EC is waiting for
proposals

Germany will come with a
proposal to organize a cycle.

Paragraph
1.b. and
4.b.

AMI EC

AMI-members will sent
names of potential delegates
to participate at the various
thematic groups: Human
rights; youth/family;
migration within one month.
220824. New topic from
WG1 in London 2022

Paragraph
4.b.

AMI EC

Paragraph
4.a. (4th
and 5th
circle)

SG contact the Portuguese
military bishop for
accommodation and terms.

Paragraph
4.a. (1st
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Initiatives to involve
young military in AMI

SA-13

Initiatives to involve
young military in AMI

SA-14

SA-1

1

more

more

Dicastery Laity, Family and
Life (D-LFL) created a platform
(laityinvolved.org) on best
practices for lay organizations.
AMI to propose good practices.
D-LFL created a closed
permanent platform (SynAct –
Synod in Action) youth ministry
for invited lay and clerical
people (see AMI newsletter
issued on 25 October 2020).
AMI to take part on this
platform.

= to meet each other in Lourdes, may be after the
sport event
= military chaplains and AMI should be visible
during the Invictus Games (2023 in Dusseldorf,
Germany)
= AMI members can organize local camps or
courses in which they mention AMI (Kenya,
Germany have courses).
Think of local opportunities.
220824 WG1 after AMI Conf. 2022
= Reveal the AMI statutes and see if there are
enough initiatives to realize them.

220824 WG1 after AMI Conf. 2022
= AMI delegates should come with proposals for
new conference themes.
= What do AMI members want to have as a new
theme for coming conferences?
SA-15 = Think of a tool to share information and
experiences concerning Moral Injury between the
AMI members.
D-LFL needs AMI best practices, concerning
only and exclusively the theme of the formation
of the laity, not whatever is done in the pastoral.
D-LFL needs to know how AMI does in pastoral
work addressed to young people, then the youth
office will evaluate how and when to involve the
AMI either in the platform or in other initiatives.
191004. D-LFL answered mentioning the
initiative of a platform dedicated to the theme of
best practices in the field of lay training. D-LFL
suggests to look at the platform to see what and
how best practices are presented and then, if
appropriate, the inclusion of what AMI does can
be submitted to the Department for evaluation.
A brief presentation can be sent to the head of
the youth section of the Dicastery: P. João
Chagas - Youth Office
j.chagas@laityfamilylife.va

As at October 22, 2022
Waiting for input from AMI
and 2nd
members
circle)

AMI EC

AMI EC

220824. New topic from
WG1 in London 2022
Waiting for input from AMI
members
220824. New topic from
WG1 in London 2022
Waiting for input from AMI
members

AMI SG will gather
info to be shared with
AMI EC and Strategic
board.

AMI SG will wait for the
feedback from the D-LFL (P.
João Chagas - Youth Office)
and then define further
actions with the AMI EC and
the Strategic board.
SynAct to be constantly
populated.
Platform named
laityinvolved.org,

Paragraph
4.a. (1st
and 2nd
circle)
Paragraph
4.a. (1st
and 2nd
circle)

/
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200926. D-LFL developed a platform named
laityinvolved.org, related to the theme of best
practices in the field of lay training.
201026. AMI SG joined SynAct with AMI
account and populated w/ AMI info.

SA-10

/

Interdisciplinary Course for
NGO operators of the Holy See

201031. AMI SG sent an email to P. João Chagas
- Youth Office, the Thesis named “Good
practices of the Apostolat Militaire International
in the formation of Catholic military laity”.
AMI SG participated to the course

AMI EC

AMI SG participated at the 1st course for
Catholic NGO operators held in Rome on 21-26
September 2020 (see AMI Newsletter on 29
September 2020).

SA-8

/

Participate in the Forum of
Catholic-inspired NGOs with
the presentation of what is AMI
about and the effort for AMIApp;

AMI EC to check the program and define the
possible participation of the AMI SG

AMI EC

SA-5

/

The Vatican runs a program
with testimonies by youngsters
of “1 minute” on YouTube
(Christus
vivit:
Episcopal
Exhortation). AMI asked to
candidate a military.
- the Croatian delegation has
shown his willingness to find
out cooperation with a
Croatian cadet for a “1
minute” videoclip, that can be
passed and offered to the
Vatican;
- the UK already has such
testimonies. about what the
faith means to young soldiers.

Croatian delegate defines availability of Croatian

Paula Kovacevic to
check availability of a
Croatian cadet. 191023.
Paula still waiting for
the authorization from
the Croatian
authorities.

cadet.
All delegates will think about having own
testimonies to be available for the AMI-App
and/or on a YouTube channel.

Neil Galloway shared
with AMI community a
videoclip.
VP1 to gather more
videoclips from the
other delegates

TASK COMPLETED
As part of the course, AMI
SG presented a thesis with
title “Good practices of the
Apostolat Militaire
International in the formation
of Catholic military laity”.
TASK COMPLETED
SG wrote an e-mail to D-LFL.
Waiting for answer
5-7 December 2019. AMI
involved in three out of 7
themes. AMI participated to
final document on “More
inclusive society”
Deadline 01 Oct 2019
Neil Galloway shared with
AMI community a videoclip
sent to D. Michel Remery for
the AMI-App.
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British delegate will share
them with AMI community;

SA-5bis

3

AMI Video testimonies:
- to feed the AMI-App;
- to increase the AMI presence
on the Social Media.

201008. Until now, contributions have been
provided by the UK, Italy, Austria and Argentina.
More nations have announced the intention to
participate: France, Germany, Portugal, the
Philippines, the USA, Slovakia.
200331. Contributions from 9 AMI memer
nations ad 14 videos.

AMI SG to collect
everything and link
with the Vatican and
inform Don Michel
Remery just for AMIApp purpose
AMI SG
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Strategic Communication (StratCom) board
Members of StratCom:
Sqn. Ldr. Neil Galloway, Maj. Mario Ciccotti, Col. Fritz Aflenzer, LTC Don Milan Pregelj; Nelleke Swinkels - Van De Vorst, Fr. František
Krušinsky, Katrien Venneman, Regina Bomke.

#

Priority

Task

Status

Reference
to AMI
Vision
Paper

A new video for the Via Crucis 2023 to be
AMI EC
produce before the “Good Friday” Easter
2023 with a new script. It consists of
several videos, each one from AMI member
nations. Via Crucis 2023 also relies on 4
stations prepared during AMI Conf. 2022
AMI member nations to AMI SG and Deputy AMI SG
SG

AMI EC will send
out the new script
for 2023 asking
AMI member
Nations to edit 1
station.
New videos will be
added after the
London conference

Paragraph
1.b., 4.a.
(all circles)

AMI delegates

Deputy AMI SG

Waiting for new
input from AMI
members

Paragraph
1.b., 4.a.
(all circles)

In summary, ideas for every delegation:
- All AMI members join the app platform!
- Repeat, repeat
- Tell enthusiastic stories
- Chaplains, convince!, formation, share
best practices
- Short videos showing the use of the app,
chaplain tells group to pray…
- Bishop is crucial, his personal newsletter,
homilies
- Chaplain is crucial: uses app to pray
during/after conversation

AMI EC

Waiting for new
input from AMI
members

Paragraph
1.b., 4.a.
(all circles)

Action / Budget

Responsible

-

SC-12

SC-13

SC-14

SC-15

/

Via Crucis 2023: the way of the cross 2023

AMI Video testimonies 2022-2023:
- to increase the AMI presence on the
Social Media from AMI member nations
Year 2022: new videos to be added after
London Conference 2022
AMI Social Media 2022-2023: increase
AMI presence on social media:
Videos and photos from AMI delegates to
be shared on AMI Instagram page.
CMC-App: continue the dissemination and
spread to be entrusted to member nations

Paragraph
1.b., 4.a.
(all circles)
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SC-16

CMC-App:
language

SC-17

Future AMI Media video edit by future
Conference host nations (Belgium 2023,
Kenya 2024, …)

SC-1

/

translation

in

TO DO Partner Countries App

Ukrainian

- AMI share experiences of
chaplains/military with app
- Use the app at your meetings pray, search
answers, start conversation
- Pray novena with different people every
day, using app
- Testimonies of users, chaplains
- All communications add QR code
- WYD preparation and pilgrimage
- Formation days about app, speak to peers
about app/faith
- Advertisement in our newsletters
- Social media: (advertisement) tell a great
enthusiastic story.
- articles in military and secular media
- Booklet, something else??
- Get bishops, officials, (Vatican?) to
download and understand app: suggest it to
their contacts.
Initiatives taken in close collaboration with
Tweeting with GOD
Thanks to the availability of a dedicated
media team and the successful gathering of
AMI Media at the Conference in London
(personal testimonies, 4 stations of the
cross, academic lectures edited as “TED
Style” talks), StratCom board proposed for
future Conference host nations to also
provide a dedicated media team to produce
annual upgrade/update of media for AMI
and all ongoing projects.
- Local information: Website, News,
Initiatives,
Contact
your
chaplain/ordinariate, Questions -> how to
answer!,
- Translate: Fully operative local version,
Input certain local prayers/quotes

AMI EC

Ongoing

AMI SG

Belgian delegation is
paying attention

AMI delegates (NL, BE,
AT, IT, UK)

TASK
COMPLETED
Work completed with the
last e-mail sent to D.
Remery 25 May 2020

Paragraph
1.b., 4.a.
(all circles)

/
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SC-2

/

SC-2
BIS

3

SA-6

5

TO DO AMI-App
- Content (AMI-App) STARTED,
- Questions, Prayers STARTED
- Quotes, Testimonies STARTED
- Spiritual First Aid STARTED
Steps towards realization
- AMI-App: Content STARTED
- AMI: Who answers questions? Dec 2019
- AMI: Admin procedure? Dec 2019
- Local translations Jan 2020
- Insertion local data Feb 2020

At the moment, the second working group
started working on 11 questions, 4
inspirational quotes, 6 prayers, 7 spiritual
first aid

AMI App payment:
AMI-App check and confirmation
- May 2019 payed: 50% Adapting App +
50% 1 AMI country page + Maintenance
2019 (May-Dec.’19);
- Payment of the last installment after the
Director of the Execution of the contract
checks and confirms AMI App
functioning and performances
D-LFL mentioned the participation of AMI AMI EC to discuss and ask the D-LFL all
at the World meeting of families (WMOF) provided questions during the next meeting
in Rome in June 2022.
- Germany sent two representatives in the
past. Military families have unique
experiences to offer, which they can
share with other family support groups.
The working group is positive about the
idea: as such we can get more
understanding about aspects of military
life.
- Several questions have been raised for
the meeting organization: under AMI
flag or in a national delegation? Do they
need permission in military uniform?
Will they be just participants or does they
have to give a presentation? Should there
be an AMI info-stand to support national
delegations? How should they be invited:
through AMI or the military Ordinariates

Closed group lead by
Neil + Don Milan +
Fred + Mario + Paula +
Don Michel in close
contact with AMI EC

As at October 22, 2022
TASK
COMPLETED
191125. AMI-App
content (questions, saints,
…) paper ready in
English
191201. E-mail to all
delegates to ask for their
approval of a new AMI
prayer.
191003. All participants
confirmed their
availability to work in the
closed group
190930. Don Michel
shared a word file on
“Content of AMI-App”

AMI SG
AMI Deputy SG

AMI EC is in favor of
sending a small AMI
delegation according to
the
AMI
member
availability.

/

Waiting for proposals
from AMI members
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SC-3

/

TO DO Local promotion (2020) soon after
the launch of the AMI-App during year
2020 and PMI in Lourdes 2021

-

SC-4

/

TO DO International promotion (2020)
soon after the launch of the AMI-App
during year 2020 and PMI in Lourdes 2022

-

SC-5

/

TO DO AMI-App promotion Lourdes 2022

-

or? And what will the countries get back
promoting the military in these
conferences?
AMI members are best apostles
Chaplaincies/ordinariates
Get young soldiers to promote the app
Local heroes, stars
Get people to rate it
Articles, links in newsletters…
Links on external sites (min. defence,
partner organizations)
At events/meetings: get soldiers to use the
app briefly
AMI members are best apostles
Pope Francis, NATO commander…
Social media
Articles, links in newsletters…
Links on external sites (Vatican,
international organizations)
International meetings (IMCC, NATO
schools, Military Academies)
WMOF in June 2022: AMI event
WYD summer 2023 host AMI event
Prepare locally before Lourdes: video
One surprising event (parachute jump?)
At large events
o Sports competition

AMI delegates

AMI delegates

VP1 + VP2

- Brainstorm

SC-6

/

TO DO AMI-App launch during PMI in
Lourdes 2022

o Music, travelling band
o WIFI hotspot, collect email addresses
o Free beer for download
Flash mob
PLAN of WORK x PMI Lourdes 2021

- To be defined: bulky and cheap gadgets; budget
according to financial planning; (gadgets with QRcode, Cards, flyers, Wrist bands, screen cleaners,
Coins, tokens, patches, bottles for (Lourdes) water
- Visit national groups: Testimony of young soldiers
(to get the national programs from AMI SG + VP1
after CIP)
- AMI info-point

AMI SG + Deputy SG
+ Treasurer (VP1 to
support)
Budget Plan to be
presented to AMI EC

191220. AMI EC
approved PMI
Lourdes plan of
work.
191215. Sent an email to AMI EC to

AMI Action Plan 3.1
As at October 22, 2022
get suggestions and
approval.

- AMI-App: mobile teams; international events
program (Opening Mass, closing ceremony, out the
main Holy Masses, …), main meeting points (Gave
bridge);

SC-7

/

SC-9

/

SC-10

2

TO DO AMI-App promotion Lourdes
2020
AMI-App

AMI Social Media: increase usage of AMI
Instagram page
Videos and photos from AMI delegates to
share on AMI Instagram page.

SC-11

SC-11bis

/

The way of the cross 2022

AMI Social Media: Youtube channel with
AMI related videos

- ask member nations of AMI to make
available volunteers for mobile teams;
- finally, double-check of everything
internally with AMI ExeCom;
- national programs: AMI-App to be
presented to all nations in Lourdes;
- national programs to find space for AMIApp mobile teams;
Closed group of StratCom will start
working on 11 questions, 4 inspirational
quotes, 6 prayers, 7 spiritual first aid

201024. Email to all AMI delegates.
201026. Email from AMI SG to support this
activities.

AMI SG: Deadline
15 December

VP1 + SG to ask during
CIP

TASK
COMPLETED

Sqn Ldr Neil Galloway
(Don Milan, Mario,
Paula, Fed, Don Michel
for AMI-App purpose)
by Dec. 2019
Deputy AMI SG

TASK
COMPLETED

Email one to one to each delegate in order
to get photos and videos.
AMI member nations, directed by AMI EC,
will produce a video for the “Good Friday”
Easter 2022 named “The way of the cross”.
It consists of several videos, each from one
AMI member nation.
Youtube channel created after CMC-App
and Via Crucis 2022.

AMI EC

Deputy AMI SG

COMPLETED
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Quarterly discussion and support to Strategic Advice
Members WG3:

#

QD-2

Prior
ity

Dr. Harald Tripp, Military Archdean (Austria), Prof. Fred Van Iersel (Netherlands), Fr. Patrick Dolan (USA), John Michael Terry (British)
David Baldwin (British), Thim Vernooij (Netherlands), Marjeo L. Delfin (Filippino), Van Santvoord Roeland (Netherlands), Georg Maingi
(Kenia), Mia Devriese (Belgium), Johan Van den Eeckhourt (Belgium), Regina Bomke (Germany)
Reference
Task
Action / Budget
Responsible
Status
to AMI
Vision
Paper
220824 WG3 after AMI Conf. 2022
General suggestion and comment
A regular exchange once every three months in a Zoom conference with the members of this group is needed in order to plan
concrete projects more intensively, to exchange ideas and to sufficiently advise the President and Secretary General on ongoing
issues. Therefore, regular contact with the new members of this group should be fixed once a quarter and each should be
represented by a spokesperson or group leader (hand over take over from one nation to the other).
Members of the Board for quarterly discussion on Zoom Conference: to Install as Working Group by General Secretariate:
Strategic communication on military ethics issues
220824 WG3 after AMI Conf. 2022
Dr. Harald Tripp
Task to be reviewed Paragraph
QD 2: Dialogue with the Orthodox: This was
during the AMI 1.b.
and
discussed three years ago, but now an
Conference
in 4.b.
intensification of the dialogue is really
London 2022.
necessary, also because of the Ukraine
Dr. Harald Tripp is
conflict. AMI should also invite
expected to present
representatives of Orthodoxy to the meeting
the task.
next year, who could comment on the
conference theme or specifically on a
WHAT IS THE
problem from the perspective of Orthodoxy.
FOLLOWUP
The cooperation among the military
NOW?
chaplains of different denominations and
religions should be strengthened (example
Kenya), where this cooperation takes place
regularly also among the soldiers. Several
chaplains appear together before a group of
soldiers and speak on various topics from
their point of view. The question especially
concerns the design of interfaith liturgies
and also a possible establishment of mental
health teams through cooperation with
psychology.

AMI Action Plan 3.1
QD-3
+
QD-5

Strategic communication on military ethics issues

QD-4

Strategic communication on military ethics issues

Dialogue with Protestants:
No religious dialogue [could/] should be conducted
with Protestants, but cooperation and collaboration
should be sought on selected topics and events.
This cooperation should not be limited to the
Protestant faith community, but should be extended
to all Christian communities, and above all to the
Orthodox. (Multi-confessional approach)
No fundamental faith questions / differences should
be discussed; the cooperation should be limited to
purely military / military-ethical problems.

220824 WG3 after AMI Conf. 2022
QD3+QD5: The cooperation with the
Protestants of MMI planned on the
conference in Reichenau 2019 could be
deepened through joint invitations, simply
through events that make it possible to get to
know each other better, to deepen contact,
since the problems are similar with regard to
the Protestants. Strategic questions are in the
foreground here with regard to the
secularization of society and speaking in a
common language without proselytism. We
need to reflect on what unites us as Christian
denominations, talk less about what divides
us.
A separate dialogue should be planned with
Muslims, priority is given to Christian
ecumenical dialogues at AMI Conference
level.
Dialogue with liberal humanists is rather
discouraged.
In all these discussions, it should be
remembered to work out a common basis in
view of the present situation and view of the
world.
220824 WG3 after AMI Conf. 2022
QD4: As a result of the Ukraine conflict, Pax
Christi has become cautious in speaking
about the situation of the war. Answers to
many questions are missing. Reflection on
the meaning of the doctrine of just war has
shifted in recent years. So Pope Francis
always speaks of non-violence in connection
with the protection of human rights. In
general, human rights often seem to be
understood as a Western civilisation project
that is not accepted by many countries.
Reflection and processing of the topic of just
war and ethics of conflict escalation must be
further deepened. Lines of argumentation for
an „ethic of non-violence“, which

WHO WILL TAKE
ACTION? WE AS AMI
EC CANNOT DO THIS
ALONE

AMI EC

As at October 22, 2022
????
Paragraph
1.b.
and
4.b.

AMI Pres can link
up with Pax Christi
in Brussels

Paragraph
1.b.
and
4.b.

AMI Action Plan 3.1
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nevertheless legitimises the necessary use of
weapons in self-defence. A pastoral letter
from the Pope to the military should
therefore also be requested from the Holy
See for the 40th anniversary of Spirituali
militum curae in 2026.
A dialogue with Pax Christi at different
levels, internationally and nationally, is also
suggested. Some groups are more pacifist,
others also seek dialogue with a view to the
possibility of a just defence. Positions should
be clarified and discussed with a view to a
possible common basis for dialogue,
especially the question of human rights and
their validity in the Western world as well as
their rejection by some other countries
should be addressed and deepened.

QD-6

QD-4

4

Define concrete topics to be discussed (topics come
from Strategic Advice)

Strategic communication on military ethics issues

220824 WG3 after AMI Conf. 2022
Q6: Topics:
- Covid-Living in situations of distance:
Spiritual mental health-Online consultations,
how can this look like if consultations are
also possible by soldiers via Zoom or via
telephone services, which are obviously
gladly accepted.
- Military service and family: the
deployments and the service make life in the
military very difficult for many, the
reconciliation of family and work is an issue
that flares up again and again, to which AMI
should attach even more importance In this
context, also the question of specific
marriage preparation, as many marriages
become fragile.
Dialogue with Pax Christ: Prof. Dr. Fred van
Iersel has agreed to initiate and lead the
discussions with Pax Christi

AMI EC

To be discussed
with the Belgian
organizing
committee

Prof. Fred van Iersel

Task to be reviewed
during the AMI
Conference
in
London 2023.

Paragraph
1.b.
and
4.b.

AMI Action Plan 3.1

QD-3

Strategic communication on military ethics issues

Dialogue with Protestants community: MAJ
(ret) David BALDWIN (UK) will use the
British contacts to the Protestant faith
community, above all to MMI, and will make
available as a liaison man.

Maj David Baldwin

QD-5

Dialogue with Protestants:
No religious dialogue [could/] should be conducted
with Protestants, but cooperation and collaboration
should be sought on selected topics and events.
This cooperation should not be limited to the
Protestant faith community, but should be extended
to all Christian communities, and above all to the
Orthodox. (Multi-confessional approach)
No fundamental faith questions / differences should
be discussed; the cooperation should be limited to
purely military / military-ethical problems.

Common Christian topics of interest:
- Common statement of faith
- Use each other’s network
- Share best practice
- Education of Christian values
- Develop pastoral care
- Connect military ethics
- Cross reference knowledge
- Inter org contact
- Prayer request
Protestant and Orthodox representatives
should be invited to the next AMI conference
as observers, if they so wish and if the
preliminary talks allow a fruitful cooperation
to be expected.
Topics to be discussed / communicated:
- Just War / Just Peace versus Non Violence
>> Dialog to Pax Christi
- Way to use violence
- The Need for Ethics in Military Doctrines
- Importance of religious freedom for
soldiers
- Nuclear deterrence
- De-humanization of war
- Pacem et Terris
- Gaudium et Spes
Small group (Prof. Fred van Iersel; Sqn. Ldr.
Neil GALLOWAY, Neil; Don Harald Dr.
Tripp; Col. Bernhard Meurers; Cpt. Andreas

Quarterly
Discussion
board to report to AMI
EC

QD-6

4

Define concrete topics to be discussed (topics come
from Strategic Advice)

QD-1

1

WG3: proposed to write “Declaration of London
2020”. Now “2021”

As at October 22, 2022
Prof. Fred van Iersel
is
expected
to
present the task.
Task to be reviewed
during the AMI
Conference
in
London 2023.
Maj David Baldwin
is
expected
to
present the task.

Quarterly
Discussion
board to report to AMI
EC

Prof. Fred + WG + AMI
delegates + AMI EC to

Waiting for the next
meeting in VC

/
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Quirin; Fr. Pat Dolan; Don Van Den
Eeckhout Johan)
201030. AMI SG sent email with a new road
map after decisions taken during AMI
Conference 2020.
AMI delegates to be involved.
-

revise Declaration of
London draft.

AMI Action Plan 3.1
As at October 22, 2022

#
EC-5

AMI Executive Committee: general tasks
Priority Task
Action
International
Mass
in
Cologne
–
middle
of
Jan.
Participants: AMI EC
8

Responsible

Status

AMI EC

1VP on hold
Waiting for the
invitations of
delegations for
presentations

2023

Photos + lines for website post

EC-10

PMI 2023 in Lourdes

Participation of the whole AMI EC

AMI EC

EC-16

Recce for AMI Conference 2023 in Belgium
(Mechelen): 7 September 2023
AMI Conference 2023 in Belgium (Machelen):
17-22 September 2022
Recce for AMI Conference in Kenya 2024: late
2023 or early 2024?

AMI EC: AMI President and SG

AMI EC

AMI EC participation

AMI EC

Time period: TBD 2022?

AMI President and AMI SG to take part and
present a topic
To take part at the conference

AMI EC to define the
time slot with Kenyan
delegate
AMI President and
AMI SC
AMI President and
AMI SC
AMI Treasurer

EC-17
EC-18

EC-11

6

Course for Military Chaplains on International
Human Law (Rome – Oct. 2023)
International Military bishop conference in
Vienna (June 2023)
AMI gifts

EC-13

13

Reactivate (FORMER) AMI members, like

To be planned

France, Portugal

29-31 October kept in touch with FR and
POR Bishop

EC-19
EC-20

Define a number of crests and coins to buy.
The same number bought before the
beginning of AMI Conference in Austria.
Besides, market research for a new AMI
plate and AMI pin with magnet

Budget

TASK
COMPLETED

AMI EC

TASK
COMPLETED

EC-15

1

AMI General Assembly 2020 in Video
Conference

AMI Newsletter NLT 15 June 2020

AMI EC

TASK
COMPLETED

EC-1

1

StratCom: To propose to Neil chairman
responsibility of this board
Closed group of StratCom will start working on
11 questions, 4 inspirational quotes, 6 prayers,
7 spiritual first aid

- Check Neil’s availability
- Closed group based on Neil, Don Milan,
Paula, Fred, Mario (+Don Michel for
AMI-App purpose)

AMI SG to ask Neil
AMI SG to inform Neil
and closed group

TASK
COMPLETED

/

AMI Action Plan 3.1
EC-2

3

EC-3

4

EC-4

2

Future AMI Commitments:
- CIP 7-10 Oct. 2019 - VP1 to participate
(both as Dutch Chief delegation and AMI Vice
President) for the whole period. AMI SG to be
present just for a few hours related to the
presentation of AMI program during PMI 2020
Content of the presentation: what is AMI about
+ links with military ordinariates and Holy See;
AMI-App and its content; AMI flag in the
opening ceremony; AMI info-point and mobile
teams after each international Mass; AMI
mobile team to meet each national delegation to
present AMI-App (5 minutes to fit in their
program);
5th course of Humanitarian Law 29-31 Oct.
2019
Participants: Matthieu (from 30 Oct.), Fr. Pat.
(from 29 Oct.), Domenico (from 30 Oct.)

Forum of Catholic inspired NGOs 5-7 Dec.

EC-6

9

Recce to London (UK) 26-27-28 Feb. 2020

EC-7

7

Visit to Card. Parolin

Suggested presentation in French

VP1

Because AMI Pres. and SG will join on 30
Oct., we expect Fr. Pat to brief what
discussed on 29 Oct.

Ecclesiastical Assistant

Keep in contact with the organization
committee

AMI SG

Meet Bishop Oscar Jaime L. Florencio
(Military Ordinary of the Philippines) to
propose AMI Conference 2023

AMI President

Present a letter to Kenya delegate directed
to his MoD and ask for the hosting the
AMI Conference 2021 in Kenya
Gather info first on the program and then to
define when to participate just for the
presentation;
Possible presentation: what AMI is about,
mention AMI Vision Paper; AMI-App.
Participants: AMI SG (to be confirmed
according to the program)
Try to find out how they gather their funding
Participants: Matthieu and Domenico
Photos + lines for website posts
Time period: 12 March 2020. AMI SG
delivered a letter and presented AMI-App +
request to get a message from Pope Francis

AMI President

AMI EC

As at October 22, 2022
TASK
COMPLETED

TASK
COMPLETED

TASK
COMPLETED

AMI SG e-mailed (23
sep- ‘19) to Forum
organization and sent
paper to present AMI +
AMI-App
AMI Pres + SG
AMI EC

TASK
COMPLETED
TASK
COMPLETED

AMI Action Plan 3.1
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200528. Received a letter form Card.
Parolin with the Pope’s message.

EC-8
EC-9
EC-14

2
3
5

PMI 2022 in Lourdes

Participants: the whole AMI ExCom

AMI EC

AMI Conference 2022 in London (UK)

Participants: the whole AMI ExCom

AMI EC

Notes from the 5th Course for Military
Chaplains. Vatican 29-31 October 2019.
Notes on conversations with delegations.

Brazil MB to be invited at London 2020.

191207. E-mail sent by
AMI SG to the
following nations:
Brazil, Peru (no mail,
no website), Chile,
Argentina, Colombia,
Ukraine, Poland, South
Korea, Luxembourg
(no e-mail found),
Romania (no e-mail
found)

Brazil. MB, VG, MC. MB wants to be invited to AMI
conf in London. Very positive.
France. MB announced he will attend AMI conf.
-MB wants me to speech at Lourdes conference in May.
-MB supportive of AMI in Lourdes
Malaisia. BMB wants to come to AMI but lot of practical
issues (incl €)
Korea. MB interested, like what we do. His first Priest
was Dutch (Fransiscan)
Indonesia. VG Yoseph Bintoro (bc) interested bc lkol
liedjes gezongen rijsttafel en ijscoman foto seminarie.
Later approached by Bernardus Satrio R&D assistent (bc)
Slovakia. MB continue support, they need to become full
member
Poland. MC talked to Pat, interest is there, Pat explained
earlier Letter send by Poland
Venezuela. MB Msgr Méndez Bracamonte. Internal
problems, there is interest, for now leave it.
Philippines. MB msgr Florencio
-confirms attendance AMI London 2020
-confirms organization AMI conf 2022 in the Philipinnes.
Peru. VG interested (photo via Wapp so telnr)
Ireland. Chief of Chaplains Seamus Madagan
-still difficult (neck issue) (brexit)
-still consider London conf, UK MB will help
-will come on own account (to Pat)
Chile. MC Lorenzo Torres (solo), shows interest will
bring home idea, bc plus Wapp, photo
Ukraine. MB (bc), Stanislav Shyrokoradiuk interested
wants follow up (MC with him plus orthodox MB)
South Africa. Father Sivas, wants to come in London and
become full member
Kenya. Apostolic administrator Maswili Benjamin
-Confirms membership
-Confirms to arrange conference iat schedule 2021. Need
letter to CHOD, I asked for contact details (not yet
received)
Canada. MB interested but...
Mjr-Gen Guy Chapdelaine MC (bc) also speaker, wants to
come to London conf.

Send more info on AMI.
Peru. To send more info to VG
Chile. To send more info on AMI to MC
Lorenzo Torres
Ukraine. To send more info on AMI to
MB (bc) + Stanislav Shyrokoradiuk
South Africa. Remind to became full
member
Kenya. To send a letter to CHOD iot
arrange AMI Conf 2021
Romania. To send more info on AMI to
VG + invitation to London.

101207. South Africa.
Sent e-mail to fr. Silas
asking him to became a
full member of AMI

Luxemburg. To invite VG to London
2020 + to send more info on AMI
Portugal. To send more info on AMI +
invitation to London 2020.

101207. Kenya. AMI
President to give a GO
to the draft letter.

AMI Action Plan 3.1
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MC with him (male older).
Bosnie Herzegovina. MB also speaker know him wants to
stay attached to AMI (came before?)
Romania. VG is interested and wants information irt
London.
Luxemburg. VG is interested mainly to attend Conf in
Kenia. Joking character. I stated attending London is ticket
to Kenia
US. Introduced to MB .... by Dolan. Explained position
Pat (ecclestical advisor second term). Importance role US
in AMI, extension delegation (actually Pat is EC not
national).
Germany. VG is positive on AMI, he no longer has AMI
in portfolio (will not be in Lourdes on watch in Germany,
his birthday is 19 May (becomes 60)
Belgium. VG position unchanged positive, they paid for
AMI app
Italy. MB Marciano, positive, no news!
Portugal. MB talked to Domenico, positive wants to come
back to AMI, requested data.
IRC. Two person:
Els Debuf (bc) (email)
Briefers
-Reach out on App with extensive info on IHL to our App
team.
-Reach out to arrange meeting presidents IRC and AMI
Geneva call.
Briefer, works on binding non state actors on different
topics
Legal advisor Jelena Aparac, briefing on Private Security
Companies

